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GCE Business Studies 
Exemplar Response and Commentary to BUSS4 January 2010 Question Paper. 
Please note that the candidate�s response has been typed exactly as it was written. 

Question One 
AOs Candidate Response 
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Content 
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Content 
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Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
Analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sony�s objective is to increase annual sales in the BRIC economies 
to 2000 billion yen in 2010.  The BRIC economies are Brazil, Russia, 
India and China which are all currently emerging markets.  Emerging 
markets are markets which GDP is rising rapidly which could allow 
these less economically developed countries (LEDCs) to become 
MEDCs (more economical developed countries).  Research has 
shown that the BRIC economies could be the future for businesses. 
 
Sony are planning to target these emerging markets and this has 
proved to be successful, as of their competitors Microsoft did.  Bill 
Gate�s Microsoft decided to move production to China when it was 
releasing the Xbox (competitors against sony�s computer 
entertainment industry) and were willing to lose $100 per Xbox in 
regards to the advertisement budget (around $2 billion) being so 
large.  Microsofts reasoning behind this was to gain control of this 
market early on and improve on its current market share.  This 
proved sucessful as on the release of the Xbox 360, they made 
outstanding profits which made the $100 loss per original Xbox sold 
all worth it.  If Sony were to follow in Microsofts marketing strategy for 
emerging markets they could adopt a similar approach to this.  
However if not executed right, could result in long-term damage for 
Sony. 
 
By targetting emerging markets, it also allows for opportunities for 
their particular country (e.g. China).  For example, if Sony were to 
open up a plant for production of their products, it will open up many 
job vacancies, and therefore lower China�s employment rate.  Sony 
already employees 180 500 people world wide and with a move to 
China (one of the economies of BRIC) this figure could dramatically 
increase.  Mcdonalds is an example of a company who came to 
China and employeed thousands of people for their company.  Also 
this isn�t the only positive opportunity to come when entering an 
emerging market.  Sony could offer training to employees, as many of 
Sony�s job require a relatively high level of skill, so not only are 
employees (e.g. in China) going to have a job, but will gain valuable 
skills from it too. 
 
Brazil and China�s annual income (equivalent to £7,000 and £3,000 
respectively) isn�t high at all.  Therefore Sony could gain from this 
and find themselves with lower labour costs and this should ultimately 
increase overall profits and help them get closer to their target of 
2000 billion yen in 2010.  China is still classified as poverty stricken, 
so therefore only earn less than $1 per day.  If Sony were to target an 
emerging market, then they could pay their employees more than this 
but still less than the average wage in the UK, US or China, another 
positive for the emerging markets (China and Brazil). 
However, as China�s and Brazil�s average annual income is so low, 
this does mean that the aimed customers in these countries don�t 
have the disposable income available to purchase Sonys products 
(as all their products available, DVD players, Flat screen TVs, 
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Cameras) are seen as luxuary goods in which they can�t afford.  So 
even though production of their products could stay at a relatively low 
cost in comparison to UK, USA and Japan.  Sales may not increase 
and therefore don�t reach their target of 2000 billion yen for 2010. 
 
Another thing which Sony may have a problem with when targetting 
an emerging market is the Risk involved.  Even though it�s not 
necessarily new products, the market to them will be new and 
therefore increase the chances of failure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 RISK 
 
 
As you can see, according to Ansoffs Matrix (how much risk is 
involved when entering a new market or producing a new product).  
It�s a fairly risky strategy.  However as previous companies have 
shown, Ford, Mcdonalds, Starbucks, Microsoft, even though the risk 
may be high, the rewards can be great.  Sony are also at an 
advantage because their are similar markets doing what they 
propose to do (Microsoft and Toshiba). 
 
Sonys business strategy on entering these emerging markets in order 
to achieve their proposed target could work and deem rewards 
because BRIC economies (the emerging markets) have over 40% of 
the worlds population, which therefore means that there�s a huge 
number of potential customers which Sony havent taken advantage 
of.  For Sony to conqueer these 40%, they will need to spend a lot on 
advertising the brand and therefore getting brand recognition around 
the BRIC economies.  They could follow Da Beers marketing strategy 
in China where they pumped $6 million in advertisement of modern 
weddings with white dresses, most importantly, the idea of a diamond 
ring signifying marriage.  They did this via TV advertisement and 
Magazines, Internet etc.  This then turned the population of China 
away from the traditional wedding views of red dresses and gifts of 
mur and gold into the more modern wedding, especially Diamonds.  
Da Beers accumulated $1.4 Billion pounds worth of sales for 
diamonds alone in 2005.  So this shows that with correct 
advertisement and penetration into these markets, the rewards could 
reach Sonys target of 2000 billion yen in 2010. 
 
To conclude, I believe that it would be a good business strategy for 
Sony to penetrate these emerging markets as the markets in the US, 
UK and Japan have satrated.  Looking at the life cycle of Sony, the 
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Increase in sales 
over short period 
of time 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Content 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation 

way to conqueer a satrating market is for extension strategies, which 
in this case would be entering an emerging market (BRIC economie) 
 
SALES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Not only will they be in a market which hasn�t satrated, but targetting 
emerging markets allows for more oppourtnities for the BRIC markets 
and will allow them to grow to (lower unemployment, train them etc 
etc).  So overall I believe the risk worth taking into these emerging 
markets is worth the potential rewards which could come from it. 

TIME 

sonys lifecycle in UK, USA & 
JAPAN

Entering emerging markets 
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 Commentary 
 Para 1.  This is a good scene setting introduction outlying the nature 

of emerging markets. To develop it further it might have outlined 
some of the key arguments that were going to be used in the rest of 
the essay. Phrases such as �research has shown that� are rather 
vague - what research? 
 
Para 2.  This paragraph provides an interesting analysis of the 
strategy of a competitor and the potential implications of this for 
Sony. It highlights that short-term losses may be involved to gain 
market presence and longer term rewards. It makes a judgement that 
it depends how the strategy is executed. 
 
Para 3.  A slightly unusual paragraph focusing on the benefits of 
locating in emerging markets for the countries themselves. However, 
this could be considered to be a valid argument in relation to whether 
the strategy was a �good� one. The paragraph develops the benefits 
of job creation and training for local employees. 
 
Para 4.  This paragraph contains more analysis of the benefits for the 
countries of companies, such as Sony, locating there as well as the 
benefits of operating in a low cost economy. (Again this is looking at 
�good� in terms of the overall impact of the decision to locate in these 
markets.) 
 
Para 5.  A developed argument about the effects of low income on 
demand for the type of products Sony produces and in terms of Sony 
hitting its target. 
 
Para 6.  In this paragraph, the candidate makes fairly good use of the 
Ansoff Matrix in the context of emerging markets. However, the 
potential benefits are also referred to and a judgement is made about 
the relative risk. 
 
Para 7.  This paragraph provides an analysis of the potential gains 
from markets of this size. 
 
Para 8.  A good use of product life cycle analysis and the need for 
Sony to have an extension strategy. This is pulled together in an 
evaluative conclusion. 
 
Overall a well structured and relevant answer. 
 
Content: Good understanding of relevant issues 7/8 
Application: Good 6/8 
Analysis: Reasonable 6/10 
Evaluation: Reasonable 9/14 
 
Total:  28/40 
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Question Two 
AOs Candidate Response 
Content 
 
 
 
Application 
 
 
Analysis 
 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
Application 
 
 
 
Application 
 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Content/ 
Application 
 
 
 
 
Application/ 
Content 
 
 
 
 
 
Content 
 
 
 
Content 
 
 

Emerging markets are countries that have developing markets.  
Objectives are targets that a firm hopes to achieve. 
 
India�s income per person is very low incomparison with the UK for 
example.  Sony�s products are those with high prices and would only 
be perchased by those with higher earnings per year.  India, being a 
developing country does not have a minimum expected wage.  
Therefore business� tend to pay employees the cheapest they can, in 
order for staff to be motovated enough to work for them.  If staff are 
not being paid enough, then people are going to spend money on 
living expences rather than luxoury goods like computer 
entertainment.  With such low income, India is a risky market to enter 
as people just do not have the money to spend.  Although the 
population in India is very high, it doesn�t mean however that sales of 
Sony�s products will be higher.   
 
Another emerging market Russia, also holds similar problems.  
Income per head is higher in Russia than in India.  However, still 
much lower than the UK and USA.  Sales of Sony products in Russia 
are likely going to be higher than in India.  This is because people 
have slightly better paid jobs, and more people have jobs in Russia.  
Russia being the biggest country and population in the EU, it holds a 
good chance of higher sales than India.  With the population being 
higher, Sony are giving much more people the opportunity to buy 
their products.  As income is still low per head in Russia, it still means 
Sony is at risk in this emerging market. 
 
Brazil and China have similar income per head figures, this means 
Sony has a chance of sales in these areas.  As Sony�s objective is to 
increase annual sales in the BRIC economies, income may have a 
large effect on this.  BRIC economies all have lower income per head 
than the UK for example.  A lower income, means less potential 
customers for Sony as their products are luxoury goods rather that 
essential items. 
 
Another factor that could prevent Sony from reaching its objective 
could be communication.  BRIC economies speak very different 
languages, and Sony being an American company this could be 
crutial for them.  Some languages like in China for instance are very 
hard to pick up.  Sony will need to have employees that speak or 
know these languages in order to communicate with them.  This will 
be expensive and very time consuming if they don�t have employees 
to translate.  Promotion in other coutries in the BRIC economy will be 
differcult.  This is because what might be socially expected in one 
country may be incorrect in others.  Sony need to be aware of 
different language features of the BRIC economy, and to do this will 
need to communicate well with them. 
 
Another factor that could effect Sony when expanding in emerging 
markets is culture.  Many countries have unique and different cultures 
and ways of living.  For example, in the UK advertising a music player 
and using sexual features, eg kissing is aceptable.  However, in a 
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Application 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation 

coutry like India this would be seen as wrong.  India take their religion 
and culture very seriously and therefore it is important that Sony do 
not offend them and cause a bad reputation for themselves.  In past 
years, a car company named a new car model with a name which 
offended a particular country�s culture.  It is important that Sony do 
enough research and care into the emerging markets in order for 
them to suceed. 
 
In conclusion I think income per head is the main barrier for 
companies like Sony to achieve their objectives.  If potential 
customers do not have the money to spend on products/services 
then it is unlikely that sales will be high.  After time, companies will be 
aware of culture and commication issues, as they can learn and 
develop skills of employees.  Thus meaning companies are aware of 
language and cultural change, but without customers there will be no 
sales.  Income per head is likely to be a large barrier for any 
company or market developing in BRIC economies, as if people don�t 
have money then companies don�t have sales. 
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 Commentary 
 Para 1.  This is not a very effective beginning to the essay.  The 

definition of an emerging market is not very strong.  Defining an 
objective is fine but as an opening paragraph little happens. 
 
Para 2.  The student refers to the low income in India but you might 
have expected some approximate figure for this or a comparison with 
eg the UK.  The paragraph as a whole has a rather basic line of 
argument without much support, eg regarding the level of income or 
growth in India.  It refers only to Sony rather than comparing this with 
other organisations or industries. 
 
Para 3.  This paragraph contains similar lines of argument and, once 
again, it is rather basic.  The candidate states that the income per 
person is higher in Russia but still no data is provided on this.  There 
is no discussion of eg demand for different products, the relative 
importance of other factors, the importance of the strategy adopted 
by a business or even how low incomes may be beneficial for 
business (eg in the case of outsourcing). 
 
Para 4.  Again similar arguments to ones used already and lacking 
any significant support.  The candidate seems to lack much data on 
the BRIC economies and is struggling to develop an argument 
beyond �low income equals low sales; high income equals high 
sales�.  There is very little reference back to the debate in the title. 
 
Para 5.  This paragraph makes a slightly surprising claim that Sony is 
an American company and generally is very basic demonstrating only 
low levels of skills.  The level of insight into emerging markets is 
limited given that this is a pre-release theme.  The student is not 
developing an argument in relation to the difficulties of doing 
business in these regions; the context and the level of insight is 
limited. 
 
Para 6.  Again a paragraph that lacks any depth; it is descriptive, 
rather vague at times and lacks development.  Culture is indeed a 
key issue when trading abroad but there is not much analysis here. 
 
Para 7.  This is a very basic conclusion. 
 
Overall:  This essay is limited in relation to all the skills.  There is no 
real depth of understanding, there is limited evidence of research, the 
analysis is basic and the judgements are not developed. 
 
Content: 2/8 
Application: 3/8 
Analysis: 2/8 
Evaluation: 2/9 
 
Total:  9/40 
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Question Three 
AOs Candidate response 1 
 
Content/ 
Application 
 
 
 
 
 
Content/ 
Application 
 
Analysis 
 
Application 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
Content/ 
Application 
Analysis 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
 
 
Content/ 
Application 
 
 
Content/ 
Application 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Analysis 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
Content/ 
Application 

The UK economy has recently hit an economic downturn and 
ressecion according to the business cycle but the country is now in 
recvory.  The long term profits may have been affected by the 
businesses of actions during the resecion. 
 
The first implication that could lead to a reduction in businesses profits 
is the long term finance busineses offured to ensure survival in the 
down turn.  For instance banks and especially GM Motors and 
Vauxhall secured huge government loans initially of 260 million.  
Theese long term loans mean that business will be constantly repaying 
the loans and due to the size it will be for a long period of time.  
Although sales will eventually increase profit margins may not as the 
firm will be using its initial revenue to repay the unexpected loss.  This 
will lead to profit margins being significantly low for a long period.  This 
is shown by Vauxhall who have increased sales but have a lower profit 
margin than ever.  The ability to gain finance was vitol in order to 
ensure survival but it will mean businesses will carry on seeing the 
effects of borrowed capitol not only short term but long aswell. 
 
The second problem that may influence business, is those that have 
persued strategy such as diversification and differentiation.  For 
instance JJb Sports differentiontiated from high quality + high price to 
lower quality low price.  If when the economy fully recovers the 
consumer demand changes back to high quality JJb will find 
themselves with low sales and falling profit margins.  The low sales will 
lead to lower sales revenue which inevitably will lead to low profit 
margins.  This means long term profits will be significantly damaged.  
The abillity to reverse the changes is important as the rescecion would 
not last forever and companies would then need to adapt back to 
normal economy.  Teso have product developed at the same time as 
keeping an existing product range and have expirienced increased 
profit. 
 
The final reason why the change in economy may effet long term 
profits is the effet on brand image.  Northern Rock were seen publicly 
to fail as a bank and were as a result taken over by the Government.  
Similary Woolworths were publicly seen going into administration.  If a 
company fails its customer not only will it loose its existing loyal 
customer but also brand image will be damaged in the long term.  If 
brand image is negative then customer will be less likly to use the 
service, this will lead to a reduction in sales which means less revenue 
will be generated to pay off costs.  This will then lead the busines to 
financial difficulty and a huge drop in profit as it is all going to pay 
debts.  Posative brand image is important as without it the company 
will see short term loss of custem but will also face an expensive long 
term battle to regain a good brand image. 
 
The first reason why the UK ecomic change will not affect busines 
profits is that most firms have the abillity to adapt to market conditions.  
For instance food retailers such as M&S and Tesco both launched a 
new product value range.  This means not only does the shop offer its 
quality goods but also a lower cost range.  The low cost means 
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Content 
 
 
Analysis 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
 
Analysis/ 
Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
Content/ 
Application 
 
 
 
Analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation 

customers will be more inclined to shop as they will save money.  This 
means the shops can build a loyal customer base and even gain new 
long term custom from the new products.  This will result in repeat 
custom leading to sales figures being constantley high which as a 
result will mean sales revenue and profit margins are high.  The 
adabillity of a firm is very important as it will allow a business to move 
with the market and gain long term custem as it will never fail 
customers as it will constantley move with them. 
 
Another reason why business will not see a long term loss of profits is 
the expected boom that follows recovery in the business cycle.  Perla 
fashion saw a huge rise in sales previous to the economic downturn 
and during the downturn have lost only 1290 sales once the economy 
recovers inflation will increase as will wages, this means the demand 
for products will once again rise.  Due to increased demand the 
companies will see a higher/rising sales figures meaning an eventual 
rise in profit margins.  The economic downturn would not last forever 
so if a business survived they would eventually see a rise in demand 
for there products leading to a sustained period of profit, allowing them 
to plan for the future financially.  This is vitally important as without the 
stability (sic) of finance companies may once again be vunerable if a 
ressecion hit. 
 
The final reasen why businesses will not see long term profit hits is the 
abillity to diversifie.  Vodofone PLC were struggling in the 1990s so 
changed from tyres to mobile phones.  They are now the 3rd largest 
mobile network suppliers.  Similory king fisher Plc changed from 
outdoor wear to extreme sports wear and are predicted a sales 
increase of 22%.  If a firm successfully moves into a new market with a 
new product they are open to a whole new level of potential custom, 
this may be turned into sales meaning a higher sales revenue.  The 
company may also increase market share meaning it would be 
competitive and could steal custom from competition, meaning a 
further increase in sales.  This high sales revenue and command in the 
market will lead to a sustained long term revenue and even profit.  The 
ability to diversify is vitally important as business can move from there 
existing market damaged by the downturn to a new expanding market 
which ensures long term growth. 
 
In conclusion, I believe that the UK economic change has not 
damaged long term profits as there are various techniques to deal with 
the downturn but also the recovery will increase the demand for 
products both short term and long term.  Also business have the abillity 
to diversifie leading to a potential long term hold in a new expanding 
market leading to long term profits. 
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 Commentary 
 This was a very broad title in which students could select any aspect of 

the UK economy in recent years. As ever, this openness has many 
advantages but students must think carefully about which aspects they 
want to focus on before writing. The question specifically asks about 
�long term� profits and good answers would refer to this. 
 
Para 1.  This paragraph shows an awareness of a recent economic 
issue, ie the recession and recovery but does little with this at this 
stage. The introduction claims long run profits may have been affected 
but there is no support for this claim. It may be better in an introduction 
to flag some of the key issues that the essay will cover.  
 
Para. 2.  This paragraph begins clearly with �the first implication� which 
suggests there may be more and that the student has organised their 
ideas- this is a good technique. There is an understanding of the 
issues involved in borrowing and an awareness that the car industry 
has received a lot of financial support. It highlights the long term effects 
of borrowing (which is important in this question); it may help you 
survive but damage your profit margins. This argument is developed 
reasonably well and keeps focused on the short run/long run issue in 
the question. This is an effective paragraph- it is in context, develops 
an argument and keeps focused on the question. 
 
Para. 3.  The student begins a new argument with a new paragraph- 
they have organised their ideas well so far. This is another interesting 
paragraph. It examines strategies that may have been adopted and 
analyses the possible effect of a recovery on a business that has 
positioned itself as low price. The candidate realises that the ability to 
change your product mix for a recession and then reverse this decision 
may be important to sustain long run profitability.  Again there is a 
good focus on the question and the idea of long run profits. Many 
student answers to this question simply outlined why profits may be 
damaged or why they may not but never fully addressing the long run 
issue. Here the student flags up the importance of being able to 
reverse the strategy adopted in a recession when the economy 
recovers and uses Tesco as an example. Some of the analysis is 
similar to the previous paragraph but there is an attempt to develop an 
argument. 
 
Para 4.  Another paragraph with a clear argument. The candidate sets 
out the points he or she wants to make relating to brand image with a 
good line of argument here and again uses Northern Rock as a 
relevant example. 
 
Para 5.  The candidate now switches to the counter argument. He or 
she uses M&S and Tesco to highlight he actions that might be taken to 
protect themselves in a recession.  The language used here and 
through is quite evaluative highlighting for example that certain issues 
are �very important�. 
 
Para 6.  The candidate highlights that recovery will follow at some 
point and therefore businesses will do better; there is probably room 
here for more discussion of whether this is true (eg how easy is it to 
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regain staff and resources?) but the idea is fine. 
 
Para 7.  In this paragraph the candidate highlights that a business may 
diversify and this may reduce the impact of a recession. The example 
of Vodafone is inaccurate but the idea of diversification is fine. There is 
some evaluation here judging that the ability to diversify is vitally 
important. 
 
Para 8.  This pulls together the arguments that have been made 
earlier. 
 
Overall:  This essay is well organised. Ideas are developed with a clear 
awareness of recent economic issues and the impact on some firms.  
Some of the analysis follows similar lines of argument but nevertheless 
ideas are examined in some depth.  The judgement is reasonable - 
some of the ideas raised needed greater insight, eg flexibility is 
essential - and so what does this depend on?  The ability to diversify is 
key - so what determines this?  The conclusion lacks some of the 
insight that might help achieve top level evaluation. 
 
Content: a good level of understanding of the issues 7/8 
Application: a good level of application to the recession 6/8 
Analysis: well developed arguments 8/10 
Evaluation: reasonable judgements 8/14 
 
Total  28/40 
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Question Three 
AOs Candidate Response 2 
 
 
 
 
Content 
Application 
 
 
Analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
Content 
Application 
Analysis 
 
 
 
Content 
 
 
Analysis 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation 

Recent changes in the UK economy will have effected every business 
in some way.  Some business may have been effected possitively by 
this, and some negatively. 
 
Businesses with lower prices like Primark have been effected positively 
by this as people tend to buy product that are more affordable rather 
than those that are more expensive.  During the UK recession the 
government lower interest rates in order to encourage customers to 
buy things rather to save money.  This will mean businesses are 
getting more sales and the economy will have a better chance of 
getting of the recession.  When the economy is eventually recovered 
from the recession, then the Government will then increase interest 
rates in order to encourage people to save money. 
 
Businesses with low prices will be popular in the recession, when 
people have less money to spend, therefore purchasing cheaper 
alternatives.  However, when the recession has recovered businesses 
like Primark and Lidil etc, will be damaged by this.  This is because 
during the recession people tend to use these companies alot as some 
have less money and some customers are afraid to spend too much 
money.  In the business cycle after the slump (where the economy is 
out of the recession), it goes through a boom.  Where the economy is 
growing fast and businesses are doing better.  During this stage those 
companies with lower prices are likely to have a large decrease in 
sales and profits as people will be spending more money.  This means 
that these businesses will have to think of a strategy that will 
encourage customers to carry on using their service.  They will have to 
concentrate on factors like quality increase, in order to increase profits.  
Other companies with higher prices will have negative effects by the 
economy.  But long-term they tend to do well.  For example a company 
like Apple, who sell music players and laptops etc will have much lower 
sales during the recession as people tend to buy less luxoury goods 
during the economy crisis.  But when the economy is going through the 
boom, people are going to buy their products much more, are therefore 
increase their profitability in the long-term.  This will give them a 
chance to develop new products and carry on to grow, rather than 
spend money on research as Primark may have to do. 
 
In conclusion, for companies that operate in the UK, it may damage 
their long-term profits from being in the recession.  Some companies 
with high prices like Apple, may not be damaged in the long-term 
profitability wise as people will eventually go on to spend more money.  
However, those companies with lower prices like Primark may be 
benefiting during the recession, but during the boom in the long-term 
may have damaged profits.  Therefore it is important that businesses 
like Primark and Lidil change the marketing strategy slightly in times 
like the boom, in order to servive.  As large companies with large 
market share like Apple can survive in the recession, long-term it gives 
them the chance to grow and develop. 
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 Commentary 
 Para 1.  This an introduction that does not really say anything; the 

student might have spent his or her time more effectively planning their 
response. 
 
Para 2.  The student�s understanding is not very precise in that it is the 
Bank of England not the government that controls interest rates. The 
argument about lower interest rates and more spending is valid 
although does not examine issues such as the problems of actually 
getting loans. There is limited application.   
 
Para 3.  A valid argument about the appeal of low prices in a recession 
but the analysis is limited (and of course low prices do not guarantee 
success and some products that are relatively expensive have still 
done well). There is an attempt here to relate back to the question and 
think about the long-term implications (eg when there is a recovery) 
which gets back to the question set. 
 
Para 4.  This paragraph basically reverses the argument in the 
previous paragraph but is still touching on short-term/long-term 
implications. Apple may not be the best example of a �luxury producer� 
suffering less sales in a recession. 
 
Para 5.  Not a very powerful conclusion � it essentially just repeats 
earlier arguments. Nevertheless, it does attempt to come back to the 
question and the short-term v long-term issues. 
 
Overall:  This a basic essay - it has a limited argument and there is not 
much debate.  Essentially, it argues low price firms do well in a 
recession but badly in a recovery and high price businesses do well in 
a recovery and badly in a recession.  There is not much debate of 
these issues - is it always true?  What does it depend on?  To what 
extent is the damage to long run profits �inevitable�?  What determines 
the ability of, for example, low price firms to adapt in a recovery or 
higher price firms to adapt in a recession?  
 
Content: limited 3/8 
Application: limited 3/8 
Analysis: limited 2/10 
Evaluation: reasonable 5/14 
 
Total:  13/40 
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Question 4 
AOs Candidate Response 
 
 
Content 
 
 
 
Content 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Application 
 
Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
Content 
 
Content 
 
 
 
 
Application 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Content 
 
 
 
 
 
Content 
 
 
 
 
Analysis 
 
 
 
 

 

Within the technology market place innovation (entreprenurial attitude 
to new product creation & invention & business methods) is important 
as this market has rapid change and never stands still.  The most 
recent innovation is the iPad by Apple, a cross between the iPhone & a 
laptop.  If you stand still within this market, you are automatically 
behind.  The percentage market share of a company is the percentage 
amount of sales the company has out of the whole market.  In Intel 
Corp. cash 75% is very good, they are the market leaders for 
producing microprocessors. 
 
It has been said that having an innovative culture can guarantee the 
future success of a business.  One reason in support of this is because 
technology is one of the fastest moving markets, as previously 
mentioned, and so to survive a company must be entreprenurial & 
willing to take risks in order to stay at the for-front of the market.  If you 
don�t succeed you are likely to get left behind.  Therefore it can be said 
that innovation can help to ensure survival.  As technology is always 
moving forward we can consequently assume that innovation will aid a 
businesses long term success.  
 
A second reason is that a culture, often described as the attitudes 
values & beliefs of the employees of a business, is throughout the 
whole company.  With this being the case it is likely that employees 
could be more motivated, as it is a group belief, and may consequently 
work harder increasing the entreprenurial aspect of the business.  This 
is an example of both entreprenurial culture and task culture whereby 
individuals talents are allowed to be used to their full extent.  An 
example of this could be Google who have a relaxed work environment 
to bring out the entreprenurial spirit of employees in order to be as 
innovative as possible. 
 
By having an innovative culture & the effects being seen as above, 
corporate aims are more likely to be achieved through corporate 
objectives & functional objectives being achieved more successfully.  
This as a result pushes the business forward & can result in it being 
more efficient.  A democratic style leader who has a considerate 
leadership style is likely to be effective in this type of company. 
 
However it has been argued that relying on an innovative culture could 
have negative impacts on future success.  One element that shows 
this is that you cant rely on one area alone.  This can be shown by the 
marketing mix whereby all four elements (price, product, place, 
promotion) must be used in conjunction with each other.  If a company 
were to rely on innovation of its products alone then possible 
consequences could be bad leadership, unmotivated employees, 
increased absenteeism (and therefore higher costs), poor social 
responsibility, creating a negative image and could, in the worst 
extreme, result in the downfall of a company. In order to guarantee 
future success a company must look at all areas of its operations & not 
just rely on culture.  
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Evaluation 
 
 Application 
 Content 

 
Secondly culture does not make a business �economy-proof� which can 
be evidenced by Google who withdrew from China due to being 
dissatisfied with market conditions & red tape.  Further to this if 
suitable staff were not employed and/or training schemes put in place 
then innovation may be harder to come by & if this way relied on then 
the risk is not spread well and �all eggs are in one basket� so the 
company may have nothing to fall back on. Anything could happen � 
innovation wont necessarily save you. 
 
In conclusion I think The Intel Corporation were right to be praised on 
their highly innovative culture, however I think it would be highly 
unwise to rely on this to guarantee future success. 

 Commentary 
 A key issue in this essay was the focus on an �innovative culture�.  The 

question was not just about innovation or USPs or Research and 
Development although all of these topics may be relevant.  The 
important aspect was to think about the culture of a business and the 
significance of this.  Secondly, good answers would refer to the impact 
of an innovative culture on the �future success of a business�. 
 
Para 1.  In this paragraph there is an awareness of market share and 
the nature of the industry Intel is in; interestingly, it begins immediately 
with a focus on innovation rather than an innovative culture.  Some 
assertions are made, eg �if you stand still in this market you are 
automatically behind� but are not developed. 
 
Para 2.  A perfectly valid idea that you need to innovate in a fast 
moving market but there is no depth to the analysis.  How does this 
link to an innovative culture?  How does this help a business remain 
competitive?  What does the success of an innovative culture depend 
on?  Is this type of culture only important in �fast moving markets�- 
why?  There is a judgement that innovation can help to ensure survival 
and is needed if technology is �moving forward�. 
 
Para 3.  At last we get a definition of culture and an attempt to link this 
to success.  However, it is not made clear how an innovative culture 
motivates.  The Google example is relevant but could be developed.  
How does this help future success?  To what extent does it help? 
 
Para 4.  There is not much of value in this paragraph. 
 
Para 5.  Here the candidate starts to develop the counter argument.  
The candidate highlights that other areas, such as marketing, matter 
as well as innovation; however the development of the argument is 
limited.  It tends to be a list of �other things that can affect the success 
of any business�.  There is some judgement that you need to look at all 
areas of operations and not just culture; however this could be 
developed, eg how important are these other factors relative to an 
innovative culture?  What does it depend on?  
 
Para 6.  Not a particularly well written paragraph but some relevant 
ideas highlighting that �other factors matter�; even Google�s innovative 
culture did not save it from intervention by the Chinese government 
and the need to withdraw from this market. 
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Para 7.  The conclusion pulls together the earlier arguments and 
relates back to the precise question asked. 
 
Overall:  Not a very a strong response but it does show some 
understanding of the issues and tries to relate to, for example, Apple 
and Google.  It is let down particularly by weakly developed 
arguments. 
 
Content: several relevant ideas 5/8 
Application:  some relevant examples such as Google and the nature 
 of the market 4/8 
Analysis: limited development 2/10 
Evaluation: not a strong finish but some reasonable judgements  

relating to the way in which innovation can and cannot 
help  6/10

 
Total:  17/40

 
 
Question 5 
AOs Candidate Response 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Content 
 
Application 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Content 
Application 
Analysis 
Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 

Steve Jobs was originally fired from Apple (he was one of the original 
creators and founders of Apple which started in a garage with two other 
men) he was fired due to poor sales and as any employee would be, had 
to live with the circumstances.  However Apple didn�t know what they had 
let themselves in for.  For the next couple of years, Apple found 
themselves always losing out to their competitors Microsoft and always 
found themselves second best.  They had realised that the brains behind 
Apple and their ideas was Steve Jobs, so in 1997 was brought back in as 
Chief Executive.  Steve Jobs wasn�t a very good manager (his sale 
record originally for Apple shows that) however he was a fantastic leader.  
The difference between a leader and a manager is that a manager sets 
out the guidelines, job at hand and objectives, whereas a leader 
(someone with great leadership) is someone who helps you fulfil those 
objectives and gives employees the necessary drive to complete the 
aims. 
 
Examples of other great leaders, but not necessarily good managers are 
the entrepreneur Richard Branson owner and creator of Virgin who 
started the company by himself and has appointed employees along the 
way, who are the managers, backbones behind the structure of the 
company.  Leaders and Managers work together in order make a 
company successful.  Without the managers of Virgin, Richard Branson 
wouldn�t be able to handle and run the logistics of the company in all the 
different departments eg Marketing, Research and Development, Human 
Resources etc.  However without Richard Branson, Virgins ambition, 
drive and unique ideas would stop flowing.  So the relationship and use 
of managers and leaders in a company are both as important as one 
another in order to make the firm successful. 
 
An example a Chief Executive who managed to change a struggling 
company into a more successful one is George Davis.  George Davis 
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Analysis 

started at Next and turned �Next� into a very successful outlet clothes 
store for �Next� labeled clothes only.  After that he went to Asda where he 
took and under performing supermarket and released his own clothing 
line in order to boost sales and increase market share.  The label he 
created �George� is by far the most successful own supermarket clothing 
line to be produced in the UK.  The clothing label �George� now has its 
own stores in the UK.  George Davis was then hired by �Marks and 
Spencer� in order to do the same as he did at Tesco�s, which he has 
done and it�s called the �Per Una� range of clothing.  This shows that its 
not easy to turn a poor performing company into a successful one, you 
just need ambition and a USP which settles you out from the rest.  So 
Asda were one of the original supermarkets to release their own clothing 
label and that�s one reason why they have become sucessful. 
 
Customer loyalty and confidence is another factor regarding the success 
of a company.  When Steve Jobs was into the second stint at Apple, he 
fell ill and got cancer, this meant that he had to take a leave off work in 
order to recover.  Immediately the share prices of Apple dropped as 
customers clearly see him as the brain and engine behind Apple.  When 
he returned, as you can imagine the price of shares rose again. 
 
Steve Jobs and Apple have also become successful through their 
constant release of products onto the market, constantly throughout the 
calendar year. This is ultimately down to Steve Jobs ideas or new 
products he could bring into the market, as well as having a very strong 
research and development team behind him showing that its not just a 
Chief Executive who can change the success of a company. 
 
PRODUCT LIFECYCLE OF APPLE PRODUCTS (IPODS) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As you can see from the product life cycle of Apple products (in this case 
Ipods), the reason why Apple have been able to keep their sales 
booming is due to the release of new products, when old products are 
beginning to saturate.  In this case it was the ingenious idea of Steve 
Jobs to simply release Ipods with a small change in colour, addition 
memory, one more application which has caused them to be successful.  
Apple already know the next product and their already proposed 
extension plans months in advance.  So another challenge for a Chief 
Executive is to keep up to date with the technology available, so Apples 
competitors (Microsoft eg) don�t release a product similar or with new 
technology before them.  This ultimately measures sales of new products 
daily and should overall increase profitability, which Steve Jobs was 
brought back to do. 

itouch 
ipod video 
ipod nano 
original ipod 

SALES 

TIME 
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It�s not always as simple for a company to release new products 
frequently to become successful.  If we take Ladbrokes for example, in 
2001 Chris Bell became CEO of Ladbrokes and individually changed the 
look and direction of Ladbrokes, over a long period of time.  It took him 7 
years to make the company what it is today, as it�s now seen as a large 
gambling company which can require to everyones needs.  Chris Bell 
bought in a couple of trainee managers who were given a large 
delegation of power, and would have to make all the marketing and 
advertisement decisions individually, and could only go to Chris Bell for 
advice, not help.  Chris Bell believed that if young managers, who were 
well educated in the business would perform best under pressure and 
when the job is new to them.  As a result of this idea from Chris Bell, 
Ladbrokes is now the most sucessful gambling organisation in it�s 
division. 
 
To conclude, I don�t believe that the �easyness� towards changing a 
struggling company into a successful one can be measured.  A company 
could transform overnight (eg Apple � Ipod) with one particular idea from 
the Chief Executive or it could be a long-term process in which a whole 
company starts from small and slowly gains market controll (eg 
Ladbrokes).  However I don�t believe it�s just down to the Chief 
Executive, as everyone involved in the company must work together in 
order to make it successful.  This could lead from the floor workers in a 
particular shop, to the board directors who own the company. 
Communication is key for the success of a company. 
 

 Commentary 
 The key issue in this question was �how easy� it is for a Chief Executive 

to change a struggling business.  Weaker responses tended to focus on 
�how� to turn around a business rather than try and judge how easy it is. 
 
Para 1.  An interesting start to this essay showing a very strong 
familiarity with Apple and the role of Steve Jobs and an interesting view 
of him as a leader rather than a manager.  A very promising beginning.  
We would not expect anyone to know this background about Jobs in 
order to answer this question but it is always interesting to see. 
 
Para 2.  Another interesting paragraph.  It brings in Branson as someone 
having a similar role to Jobs and, in both cases, stresses the importance 
of them as a leader to complement the managers.  The judgement is that 
leaders are as important as managers.  The development of the 
argument could be strengthened. 
 
Para 3.  Another relevant example in the form of George Davies.  This is 
a bit descriptive and, at times, the sense is that it has wandered from the 
question.  However, it does show an awareness of someone turning 
around businesses and comes back to the title at the end of the 
paragraph making a relevant judgement. 
 
Para 4. More insight into Job�s career at Apple.  Again rather descriptive 
and not used particularly. 
 
Para 5.  This paragraph highlights the importance of R&D in Apple�s 
industry and therefore that it is not just the Chief Executive that matters.  
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It makes good use of the product life cycle in context highlighting different 
products in the Apple range and making a good judgement that it is not 
just the Chief Executive that matters.  The importance of extension 
strategies and the need for the Chief Executive to keep the business 
developing new products is then analysed. 
 
Para 6.  Again a slight tendency to �tell a story� about what happened at a 
business but underlying this is the argument that it is not easy to bring 
about change and can take time to happen; why it can be difficult could 
have been explored more. 
 
Para 7.  The conclusion highlights that change can vary in terms of the 
time it takes and the student relates back to the cases they have 
examined before.  The judgement about it involving everyone is valid 
although not really explored before. Nevertheless, there are judgements 
throughout the essay. 
 
Overall:  Clearly a well informed candidate able to provide insights into 
the role of business leaders in a number of different companies.  Several 
important issues are understood and ideas are analysed in context.  At 
times, the answer is descriptive but, overall, this is a very strong answer 
with a good grasp of some key issues and a firm grasp of the role of 
different Chief Executives within their business. 
 
Content: Good 8/8 
Application: Excellent 8/8 
Analysis: Good 8/10 
Evaluation: Strong 12/14 
 
Total:  36/40 
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